Honoring Our River: A Student Anthology began as an effort to stimulate an awareness of an important but fragile resource, the Willamette River. Our goal has been to foster basin-wide participation
from students of all ages and disciplines. This project is designed to nurture respect and appreciation
for the river system that connects all basin dwellers and provide a showcase for creative student writing that honors our river. Students from several other countries have submitted entries, reflecting the
world wide importance of healthy rivers.
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A Word from Our Sponsors

Founding Sponsor
The Eugene Water & Electric Board appreciates
the value of the Willamette River watershed and
the vital role it plays in providing our customers
with water and electricity. The McKenzie River,
a major tributary of the Willamette, is the sole
source of clean, high-quality water for nearly
200,000 people served by EWEB, and the watershed provides reliable, low-cost hydroelectric
power to our customers. For nearly 100 years,
EWEB has recognized that the health of the
Willamette River and its tributaries is vitally important to the economic and environmental success of our community. We’re proud to support
“Honoring Our River.” It provides a great stage
for students to explore and share our common
connections with the watershed.

Looking at our river through the eyes of the
young authors and artists represented in this
year’s Honoring Our River anthology is both
refreshing and inspiring. Their willingness to
share their perspectives – and the excellent
work they have created – have resulted in this
valuable gift to our community. As members
of the Willamette watershed community, and
as part of our commitment to a sustainable
Oregon, Portland General Electric is pleased
to sponsor this collection of literary and visual
arts. We sincerely encourage you to read it for
yourself, then read it with a child.
Carol Dillin, Vice President of Public Policy
Portland General Electric

Randy Berggren, General Manager
Eugene Water & Electric Board

Willamette
Partnership
The Wildwood/Mahonia family of
companies is proud to be part of this
wonderful publication. Our diverse
range of activities: agriculture, urban
planning and development, watershed
restoration and international ventures
all share a common commitment to
sustainability. Our definition of profit
includes benefits to people and
the environment. We have a very
active community service program
that includes donating our time,
dollars, materials and expertise to
many community organizations and
schools. Whether we are working in
Oregon or Asia, we see the similarities
in thought about our rivers that are
found in this anthology. It reflects
the growing awareness of our shared
environment and shared future.
John D. Miller, President
Wildwood/Mahonia

Once again, in what is becoming a
Willamette tradition, Honoring Our
River yields abundant proof of the
depth of feeling we harbor for our
river. “HOR” brings us encouraging
news on at least two fronts. First,
the children of our Willamette watershed--and from watersheds far
away--care deeply for river places.
That means if we apply ourselves
and become the stewards we hope
to be, the land and waters we pass
on will be in very good hands. Second, art and thought are alive and
well in young minds. The Willamette
Partnership is very privileged to have
helped frame this youthful stream of
words for your viewing pleasure.
Willamette Partnership

SOLV, a 36 year old statewide nonprofit founded by Governor Tom
McCall, builds community through
volunteer action. It is committed to
involving members of the Oregon
community in learning about and
improving watershed health. Honoring Our River is a wonderful way
for students to share their thoughts
and experiences about the Willamette Watershed. Through their
poems, essays and artwork the rest
of us can be inspired to preserve
this treasure called Oregon.
Jack McGowan, Executive Director
SOLV

Celebrating the Lewis & Clark Expedition
To commemorate the national bicentennial celebration of Lewis and Clark’s journey of exploration across our continent we have featured excerpts from their journals and sketches
of a few of the 178 plants and 122 animals that they discovered on their journey over land
and water.
“If the single quill of cloud in the sky decided to come back
to earth it would find no place to land. On both sides of the river buffalo, antelope, and elk crowd
together, watching us work our way upstream. The water is black with beaver. We feast on the tail
and the liver until I forget I have ever been hungry.”
From the Journals of Lewis and Clark, May, 1805

“the days are now very warm and
the Musquetors (mosquitoes) our old companions have become very troublesom... the quawmash (camas) is now in bloom and from the color of its bloom
at a short distance it resembles lakes of fine clear water, so complete is this
deseption that on first sight I could have swoarn it was water”
From the Journals of Lewis and Clark, June 12, 1806

Native Camas
photo by John Miller

Sketch from the Journals of Lewis and Clark. A white salmon trout, taken from a creek

near the shores of the Pacific Ocean.

Sketch from the Journals of Lewis and Clark, February 12, 1806. Leaf

of the dull Oregon grape, as sketched by Clark during the party’s excursion in the Pacific
Northwest. Lewis and Clark recorded the differences between the Oregon
grape and the dull Oregon grape, two similar evergreens, on that day.

“Several canoes of the natives arrived at our camp and
among others one from below which had on board eight men of the Shah-ha-la nation. These men
informed us that 2 young men whom they pointed out were Cash-hooks and resided at the falls of
a large river which discharges itself into the Columbia on it’s South side some miles below us. We
readily prevailed on them to give us a sketch of this river which they drew on a mat with a coal. It appeared that this river which they called Mult-no-mâh (Willamette River) discharged itself behind the
Island which we called the image canoe Island and as we had left this island to the S. both in ascending and decending the river we had never seen it. They informed us that it was a large river and run
a considerable distance to the South between the mountains. Capt. Clark determined to return and
examine this river.”
From the Journals of Lewis and Clark, April 2, 1806
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Student works, part I
Untitled
Sounds of the River
I hear the sounds of the river,
Beavers stick-stacking for a dam
Elk stomping on the ground
Birds chirping on the trees
Trees swish-swooshing in the wind
I hear the sounds of the river.

Rivers go on.
Rivers go on forever
on and on and on.
Christopher Perkins, 2nd grade

Jesse Rasaka, 4th grade

The River is Special
The river is special
I catch big, chubby, yellow frogs
In the water or on logs
Bears catch a whole bunch of fish
Because that’s their wish
Birds catch insects and fish with a splash
With their beaks they open and mash
That’s why the river is special
James Brodala, 3rd grade

River Senses
The river sees trees.
The river smells flowers.
The river hears birds.
The river feels fish.
The river touches sand.
Natalie Zakaib, Amir Hassan & Kylee Everson,
Kindergarten
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Josh Hallquist, 7th grade

The Real River
What do you think
When you think of the river
I think of the strongest human in the world
why?
The river is strong and never gives up
no matter how many boats ride over it
no matter how many kids make splashes
It is also like a mother
making a home to all the underwater
creatures.
But most of all a river
is a brother always there for
you when you need to
cool off.
Alex Melcher, 8th grade

Watershed
—Do the trees know?—
I turn a corner into a small asphalt lane
I notice the grass in a way I had not noticed
bordered by short spring grasses,
before reading Grassland*.
—I think it used to be a boat ramp—
Stabbing up from the shortened green
concrete slabs, two feet tall, block its path to the river,
are brown spears and little oriental fans of last
the smell of McD’s french fries fills my car,
summer’s growth.
—These lunches used to come in styrofoam packages,
It’s peaceful here, except for the river song,
now wrapped in paper, an environmental gesture—
not far away I can see a small parking lot,
Rolling my window down,
there are two school buses,
the sound of rushing water floods
one postal truck, and a couple of smaller
away noise in my mind.
cars. The people inside all eating the same lunches
The waters are near breaching point,
with their windows rolled down, watching the
muck brown and determined.
rivers and dreaming.
A sky-blue square sign reads
Like me they seek solitude,
“River mile 0.0, Tualatin River Watershed”
to stretch their hopes and try
A blue heron standing,
to find balance within
looking at the numbers as if,
the world, through the Earth’s song.
as if, he really knows what it says.
And yet there’s too many of us
Out on the Willamette River, there,
packed together,
a tiny boat, putting, serene.
styrofoam packing peanuts,
A round domestic duck flies just above
too much static, they explode
the storming water, a pair of mallards
away from each other, again,
bob on the waves unconcerned.
and again, no solitude,
Looking at them, —the birds are coming back!—
no balance.
I suddenly realize winter is over,
though it seemed as if it never arrived.
Laura Jameison, College
*Grassland: The History, Biology, Politics and Promise of the American Prarie by Richard Manning, 1997

La Rio Bomba
(The River Dance)
The power of the river is hard to forget. I have witnessed the thunderous sound created as
it falls, crashing on the rocks below. I have swam in the brisk, refreshing current that masks
a hidden danger. It is calm and peaceful, yet terrifying at the same time. The appearance of
the river, some say, calms the soul, making meditation easy as you look upon your life. Where
you are, where you have been, where you are going, it all blends together. Time ceases to
exist. The river is a mystery, a sacred thing, and it should be cherished.
Nick Homeyer, 10th grade
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Watersheds
Water, water
Running slow
Do you know
Where it goes?
It will flow
To and fro,
From a watershed
A watershed is unlike
The shed that belongs to Mike
This kind of shed is where
All of our water will go. So there!

If you don’t keep it clean,
Which is not keen,
It will make our water bad
If our water is bad,
We will all be sad
So if you don’t pollute
That will be very astute.
Breanna Balleby, 5th grade

Phred Bishop, 8th grade
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Calling
The Willamette River
I hear the river calling
Calling for me to save it
The Willamette River is a beautiful river.
To restore it
Some people pollute it so it makes me quiver.
To filter the scum
We should take care of the river so it would be clean.
The beer cans
We could use the water from the river it if were pristine.
The trash
Stop polluting all of you
Calling for me to cleanse it
We want the river as good as new.
To bring life back
To bring back the salmon
Jasmine Leewong, 4th grade
The beavers
The trout
Calling for me to purify it
The River
It calls for me to save it
And I answer
Here I sit by the mazy river
The way we all should
with a lazy book at my side.
I pick up the soda can at the edge of the bank
The river sparkles and shines
I answer
in the light of the sun,
it shines just like an emerald
Elliot Goodrich, 6th grade
and a diamond.
Kevin Groves, 5th grade

Jess Ramsey, 7th grade
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Untitled
Gushing Gushing river and stream.
Waterfalls collapse and make steam.
The River Changes Fast
In the river I see faces.
There are rivers in many places.
The river is cold and if you fall into it
The river’s current goes back and forth.
you could come to a waterfall.
I can feel the mist on my face.
If you go down a waterfall, it will be a fast swim.
The river’s my favorite place.
Singing sweet and softly.
Raven Stevens, 1st grade
The water shimmers in my eyes.
Finding a river is my favorite surprise.
Amazon, Snake, Mississippi
I know them all.
Roundabout
I say all the river names as I watch my water.
Elizabeth Noregaard, 5th grade

How Ye Marvel ME
Oh water,
Oh sea,
How ye marvel me.
Turquoise shades
Emerald waves
Whitecaps creep toward the sand
Spewing froth upon the land
Oh water,
Oh sea,
How ye marvel me.
Sea gulls soaring over the cliff’s edge,
Roost and gaze on its rocky ledge,
Lulled to sleep by the grasses’ sways
Losing count o’er sunny days.
Oh water,
Oh sea,
How ye marvel me.
Katharina Perez, 8th grade

Mist
Trickle
Drizzle, drip
Drop, rain, downpour
Creek, stream, river
Sea, up to Heaven,
All for me
Hans Perez, 6th grade

The Mighty River
The Mighty River rushes down its royal lane.
Blasting anything away in its path.
All the animals bow down with glee as the
mighty river passes them.
The birds chirp and jump with joy as
the mighty river comes in view.
The snakes, mice and moles pop out of their
holes to watch the mighty river pass.
The otters, beaver and frog all jump out
of the way as the mighty river thunders by.
All the life watches as the mighty river
flows down its royal lane.
Samuel Kilyuk, 6th grade
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The Willamette River
I am a SMALL, silky fish who is swimming. I am jumping through the river smiling at the
crispy sun, when all of a sudden I see an ugly, dark cloud appear! I feel a series of cold
windy gusts shoot through the water. The weather seems like a growling, angry bear. So I
go under the water, and that is when my adventure begins.
Now I see an unclear underwater view of the sunset as the minutes tick into night.
There is no rain as of right now, but you never know what is coming! I hear the sound of a
horn racing towards me. I swim as fast as a speeding racecar under a rock to hide. All of
a sudden a stabbing pain tingled through my tail. I turned around to look what had hurt
me, and saw that it was a crawdad. It pinched my tail! It’s colors were a beautiful fading
red and a little gray on it’s stomach. It held up its claw again, so I swam away.
When I got into the open water, I could hear the horn even louder now. It was
too late! As I turned around I saw a boat directly above me. It went over me but it didn’t
hurt. It was really cool. I saw the wood and everything. After the boat floated away I saw
the water move. The top of the water seemed as if rocks were falling, but they were everywhere and nothing came into the water. I stuck my head out of the water and saw that
it was raining. The sun had vanished and the moon appeared. I saw its sparkly reflection
next to me.
As I was looking at the moon, I heard a calling of a bird. Then I saw one swooping
down, trying to get me. Luckily, a human came and scared it away. I was so terrified that I
fainted and woke up. When I awoke, the steaming sun was high in the sky. Then a worm
fell into the water. I was starving and was racing to grab it when another fish ate it and it
got swooped up in the air. I thought that was probably the human who saved
my life!
I did not want to be tricked, so I swam
about a mile away. That’s when I saw the foot of
a deer smash right next to me. Then the other
three came down one at a time. I was under a
deer’s stomach. I swam away when a rose pink
color came into the water. It was the deer’s
tongue. It was a relief to know that it was just
getting a drink.
Then another ugly, sopping cloud came
over me. My adventure started all over again.
So even though this river is dangerous, it is so
worth seeing the beauty of the shiny pebbles,
living in the clean water, and wondering what
the sky will choose to do. I wouldn’t choose
to live anywhere else.
Laney Clevenger, 5th grade
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Home for All
Their safety place, their home
Where they like to splash and roam
Where blue heron fish
For a tasty dish
And the crawdads crawl
At the bottom of it all
Where the beaver builds dams
With its tail that slams
And the water snake slithers and squirms
While lots of ducks look for wiggly worms
But this I know
That they will go
Back to their safety place, their home
Where they like to splash and roam

River of Life
A river is simply
A reflection of life
You start as a stream
Young and weak
Slowly you speed,
Into a teenager
Struggling
Through the rocks of life,
Once past the rocks
You calm into a steady adult
Into the bends
And forks
Of life
Into the ocean
Of choices
Samantha Keller, 6th grade

Kyrie Hughes, 4th grade

Photo by Ruby Seeley, College
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Our River
A girl looked up at the sky. It was a hot day, and the sun was almost directly overhead,
as if someone had thrown a blazing orange ball into the sky and it had stopped in midair.
The girl lay back on the bank of the Willamette River and closed her eyes. She drank in the
scent of the grass and savored the sound of rushing water.
After a minute she opened her eyes and she saw a large bird, an eagle no doubt,
soaring across the blue sky. The eagle seemed to come closer for a second, and then, it flew
away. The girl closed her eyes again and imagined that she was the eagle. Her home was
in a nest in a tree that stood on an island that was in the middle of a lake. Not any lake, but
Waldo Lake. That was the head waters of the Willamette River.
Soon, she was traveling across the lake and onto the river. There were some places
where other rivers joined the Willamette and it became bigger and bigger and eventually it
became part of the Columbia, which was enormous.
The girl sat up and she thought about the water that was gushing happily only a few
feet away. She thought about all the thirst the water would quench, all the fish who would
live in it, all the girls like her who might some day sit right where she was sitting and enjoy
the river the way she did. Just then she realized how the river impacted so many people’s
lives. That we all need the river and that how the river is a link between humans and animals,
parents and children, and how the world revolves around water sources. The river is important
to so many communities and cultures and that is why we must save it. It is this generation’s
duty to be sure that our Great-Great-Great-Great-Grandchildren can see the river, that we
can call our own, even more beautiful than ever.
Emily Frisella, 5th grade

Swimming Holes
Have you ever felt that the river is just calling
you to it? I have and this is my story. One
hot day I was walking down the road when
I heard a voice, but no one was there. All
I heard then was the soothing rush of the
water against the sides of the rocks. The
next day when I came back to that same
spot I heard it again, that’s when I realized
that it was calling to me. It was calling to
me because it was lonely and wanted someone to come, saying, “child swim and have
a good time.” Then all I could feel was my
heart pounding as I jumped in.
Kassandra Mills, 6th grade

Rachelle Austin, 2nd grade

Untitled
The fish swim in the water. They
grow. I love you fish.
Cailey Greenup, 1st grade
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Fish

River

Scaly, swimming
Darting, swimming, eating
Life of the river
Swimmers

Egg
Small, Oval like
Rolling, Waiting, Cracking
Shell, Babies Gills, Tail
Jumping, Swimming, Hiding
Fast, Tasty
Fish

Pollution

Nick Rye, 3rd grade

Every piece of waste
Could mutate a fish’s face.
Stop
Wasting
Everybody!

Jesse Rasaka, 4th grade

Evan Goggin, 4th grade

Jenny Cates, 2nd grade

Deep Under the Ground

Wetlands

Deep, deep under the ground
Is a sweet, sweet sound
It helps trees and plants grow
Lets the fish breathe below
It makes rain to help the flowers
And seems to go for hours and hours

Some wetlands are mushy,
Soggy gooey like glue.
Some wetlands are old,
like the grandparents of me and you.

Lacy Lee, 3rd grade

Some wetlands are pretty,
as pretty as can be.
Some wetlands are ugly,
from the high salinity.
Amanda Gray, 5th grade

Oceans and Rivers
fish are in the oceans rivers and streams.
flowing freely brown blue or green
wet deep and full of life
winding and fast teeming with life
Meghan Sleightam, 3rd grade
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A Cinquain

Known as a diamond poem, a Cinquain is a form of structured poetry with a formula as follows:
1st line - 1 word - noun
2nd line - 2 words - describe the noun
3rd line - 3 words - actions
4th line - 4 words - feelings
5th line - 1 word - noun, another word for first word

River

Metolious

River
Long, curvy,
Fast, moving, rushing.
A great sight.
Snake

Metolious
Cold, windy,
Dashing, flowing, running,
Snow along the riverbank.
River

Davis Keeney, 3rd grade

Camille Krohn, 3rd grade

Ladybug

Rivers

Ladybug
Red spotted
Flying, crawling, climbing
Landing on a flower
Insect

Rivers
Wavy, extensive
Flowing, growing, glistening.
Daring me to jump in.
Water

Ryan Luis, 8th grade

Cameron Anderson, 3rd grade

Megan McWilliams, 3rd grade

Haiku Poetry

A poem of Japanese origins that captures a ‘moment in time’, usually involving nature as perceived by
the poet. It is recorded in less than seventeen syllables, usually in three lines, with the center line longer
than the others. Many times a 5-7-5 pattern is prescribed.

I went traveling
on a beautiful river
in the morning sun.

Fast running waters
source for electricy
good for drinking from

Taylor Kirkpatrick, 4th grade

Jaime Thompson, 4th grade
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Willamette River
The Water that is flowing.
Animals In the water.
Lily pads.
Lovely dragonflies.
Alvin swimming by.
Many things live in water.
Everything depends on water.
Take care of me.
Ducks Taking powerful strides.
Everybody should help save the
Watersheds.
Rocks sitting by the water.
In the water are fish.
Venturing things come by to
drink.
Evenly flowing is the water.
Rabbits coming to drink.

Kyle Hutchins, 2nd grade

To A River
Its swirling, swift, current draws me in
Captivating as it is I can hardly watch for long
For as I climb atop the rocks I see signs of people
A can here, a box there
The river takes it without a word
But eventually it will hurt
The river provides so many things
Entertainment, drink, and energy
Without this slowly winding thing we would surely perish
Protect it
The Willamette
Marissa Croft, 5th grade
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Water Wonders				
D
R
I
P
S
From the sky,
Waterfalls
Gusts of Winds
Makes leaves fall
I watch out the window
And I see
Great trees crumbling
Beyond these walls
I watch
I wait
I imagined all this
Waterfalls
C
R
A
S
H
I
N
G
Making waves
As though
Imitating
The great
Roaring sea
Alicia Martin, 11th grade

Lee Ann
There is a poet named Lee Ann. She has only written about her house and her garden.
She’s written absolutely fabulous poems but isn’t able to publish them because the company
says, they are not as good as the pro’s. She has never been to the mountain, beaches, rivers
or any other place besides the publishing company, her house, her garden, and the grocery
store. The poem company suggested that she explore the world. Go to rivers, mountains,
the beaches, anywhere with nature and history… and here is where the story begins…
Finally, one day, Lee Ann decides to go the Willamette River, and to take the publishing company’s advice. Once she gets to the river she is just amazed that she didn’t think of
going to the rivers and exploring the world before. She looks at the river, the way it flows,
what it flows by and why she likes the river. She decides to write a haiku on this topic.
The River
Rivers have color
They are so fascinating
I love the Rivers.
She sends it to the company, but in return the publishing company thanked her for
trying and thanked her for taking the publishing company’s advice, but the publishing company was looking for something, so that people can remember who wrote the poem and
know what the poet is putting in their poem.
She wonders what she can do to get her poems published. She goes back to the river
and realizes that she hasn’t seen, tasted or really looked at it carefully. She sees the river
shimmering in the sun. She sees little fish gliding through the waters. The river tastes like
spring water only in the river. She’s never looked at anything like this. She writes a poem
that came out of nowhere. In return the company says: “Wow! That was the best poem
we’ve ever read. We are going to publish that poem in lots of books.” Lee Ann realizes that
you have to open your mind and explore the world and not just your own backyard.
So for dreamers, look at new things carefully and differently.
Elanor Grossman, 5th grade

Grizzly River Run
On the revolving dock, in the giant wet innertube. Buckle up and hold on tight. Slowly
moving nervous, scared, excited. Around the bend and up the belt. At the top released into
the raging, roaring, river rapids terrific turbulence tossing us on its rocky road. Wet waves
soaking us with their freezing hands. Swirling, curling, twirling raft. Smiling, laughing,
screaming faces. Plunging down a terrifying monster hill. Like riding a gunching pinball.
CRSSSHHH slowing down, almost over. Past Melted Rock. Slowly over the spitting fountain.
Back to the dock.
Cameron Barrie, 4th grade
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A River has Many Voices
Featured below are the winning entries submitted from Yichang, China. The students were
asked to write about their river, the Yangtze (Changjiang). One of our sponsors, Wildwood/
Mahonia, has developed close ties to the Yichang community while working on watershed
restoration projects on the Yangtze River. The American and Chinese students share a common future that will be greatly determined by the quality of their common environment.

Changjiang River
Changjiang River— Yichang People’s mother river. This river is so clean
and clear that you can see the bottom.
In the morning, there is some mist on the Changjiang River. Through this
“veil”, you can see the water is flowing. This time, the Changjiang River
seems sleepy. On the river, the air is very fresh and I breathe deeply.
In no time, the sun has risen, it’s very beautiful.
At noon, the Changjiang River looks like a child, the water flows very fast.
At night fall, the sun is going down, and the river looks just like gold.
The night view is more beautiful and pretty.
Lily Wu Shunwen, 6th grade C22
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Changjiang
The Changjiang is the longest river in China. When my parents were in their childhood, the
Changjiang River’s water was very clean. But now, the water is so dirty because in recent
years, the industry has developed so quickly that the environmental pollution has become
worse faster than in past years.
When I was a little girl, my mother always brought me to fly kites near the Changjiang
River. The wind brushed my face. I felt cooler than if I stayed home. I ran in front of my
mother and she followed me. We all laughed and jumped. At that moment, we all felt
very happy. It is always on my mind. Near the Changjiang River, many interesting things
happened in my childhood. I often played games with my good friends there. We loved
each other very much. We always did everything together until we went to different
schools to study.
At present, we must spend a lot of time on our
studies. Because we have chose lives this year.
We must face a test which determines what university we will attend to continue our studies.
So, we have no time to go there and play as in
past years. I still love the Changjiang River. It
brought me a lot of fun and my memories are
very nice.
I welcome you to Yichang to see the Changjiang
River which is the longest river in China. I’ll be
your guide to introduce you to my city. I believe
that you will love it at once.
photo by John D.
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A River has Many Voices cont.
Featured below are the winning entries submitted from the International School in Hokkaido
Japan.

Rivers
Rivers are beautiful,
You should be so thankful.
You are one bad dude,
If you throw in bad food.
They are the solution,
So save ‘em from pollution.
Throw in all that junk,
And you’re one big punk.
Kiran Dixit, 4th grade

Rivers

Photo by Ron Cooper

Rivers have their own music.
Bashing, crashing….over the rocks
The salmon and other animals will
come to listen…			
To the river orchestra….
Rica Imafuku, 4th grade
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Rushing River

Rushing through the rocks
It never stops
Visit to another place
Even when winter comes
Ready to go to the ocean.
Taiga Kuroiwa, 4th grade

Rivers Ripple
Rivers ripple by the rocks
Rippling, Plopping, Rushing
Rain makes it ripple, too
I want to ask them why they ripple?
From the huge tree, I asked them with a little voice
They answered to me with a beautiful river
voice.
“because rippling is like laughter!”
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Student works, part II
Familial Companion
Maybe a fish moved,
Maybe a rain drop fell,
Maybe my thoughts penetrated the surface
Like the pebbles I threw in when I was three
Johnson Creek flooding in ’96,
Meldrum Bar Park where my parents
Pointed out the high water marks
Marking time for all generations.
My father running alongside it,
My mother feeding the ducks,
My grandparents, young lovers,
Strolling hand in hand across a footbridge.
The river sings a quiet melody—
Trickle! Trickle!
Swish! Swish!
It races gently down the bank
Under bridge connecting the east and the
west,
Around Gladstone and High Rocks
Where kids congregate to create mischief,
Down south to Eugene
Where my family comes from.

Willamette
The Willamette River:
Big, blue, deep, dark, clear,
Colorful, cold, wildlife, rocky.
When it’s winter…
It is icy, frosty, frozen, freezing.
Blue ripples, bubbly, mysterious
Curvy, wavy, flowing…
And last but not least,
Splashy!
Delaney Broderick, 3rd grade

Courtney Cannell, 5th grade

River Sounds
I hear the sound of the River,
Bears slashing on the trees,
Beaver’s stick-staking,
Bees buzzing on the flowers,
Butterflies whispering in the air,
I hear the sounds of the River.

The river journeys along
Embracing new memories and more history.
Peaceful and muddled as it flows
It carries my secrets, my fears, and my dreams.
Each night I look out my window
Lauren Ronning, 4th grade
I see the city lights,
I see the stars and the moon.
All are reflections illuminated in the darkness. Musica Del Rio
The river moves steadily and fiercely
Astounding me with its colors
And mystifying me with its beauty.
Melodies float delicately above the surface
The water ripples.

I’m walking down
the path of smooth stones
toward The River, with Jazz in my ears.
When I arrive, I take off my headphones
and listen to the music that’s already here.
Eli Salus-Kleiner, 7th grade
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Garbage in the river
I went down to the river
expecting to see glistening water
winking at me.
But to my dismay it wasn’t
sparkling and it wasn’t clean.
It was a yucky, yucky, yucky
green.
Bags and bottles, cans and an old
shoe. These were the things that
the river knew.
Can’t eat the fish that come from
this place, they’ve all been covered in
toxic waste!
Madeline Kreger,, 6th grade

Ryan Luis, 8th grade
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Willamette River
Plunk! Ouch. That was a little harder landing than I expected. After all, I am a
fluffy snowflake, but instead of landing in a soft meadow I seem to have crashed onto a
rock in the middle of a flowing stream. At least I can see that the sun is coming out so I
will be able to look around. My name is Slush Bucket but you can call me Slushy. I am a
beautiful and fancy snowflake and I will just enjoy my new home for a while. There is the
sun, nice and warm.
Whoa! I feel funny and queasy. Oh no, I’m melting. It really feels weird. I find myself
slipping into the stream and becoming one of billions of water drops.
As I’m flowing down the river I see ducks and fish and try my hardest to avoid the
beaver marshes, which will trap me. One of the ducks told me that they call this river the
Willamette and eventually it flows all the way to the ocean. This current is so intense and
I’m coming to a waterfall. Yikes. Ahhh, I’m falling into what looks like a large pond. Sploosh. That wasn’t so bad after all. Now I start flowing again. The river seems to be wider
and faster now.
All of a sudden, a giant yellow thing comes over my head. Oh, it’s just a raft full
of humans enjoying this beautiful environment. As I pass by some logs, I see a couple
of swimmers that look like they are freezing cold. Hey, look some blackberry pickers and
humans sticking a pole in the water. I wonder what they are trying to do? There seems
to be a lot of activity on the mighty Willamette.
After hours and hours of flowing over rocks, waterfalls, logs and dams, I find the
river making a bend to a whole new view. There are huge buildings, roads and cars everywhere. And, even more humans walking, boating and water skiing. I feel like this adventure
is increasing. The sun is coming back out and I feel the ocean is in my future.
Oh rats, I feel funny again. I don’t know what is happening to me. POOF! I am
rising off the river and into the air. Oh well, maybe I will turn back into a snowflake!
Jordan McIntosh, 5th grade

Alexis Jensen, 6th grade
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The River
A river is a slithering serpent,
winding in rock caves and crevices
darkening its depth,
with its shadows,
but a river is full of life,
full of fish and other creatures,
full of plants and people like me.
A river is something fun
and scary at the same time.
A river is a warning from your parents
and then an exclamation of freedom and life
a feeling of energy
as your parents try to get you out in the summer.
A river is your childhood, memories of tranquility.
A rushing wave of excitement
as you do a cannonball in it as a kid
a vibrant, rapid and unexplored territory
when you are an adult on an expedition.
And a calm glass tapestry with ripples from fish
when you are old.
A river brings life
and will always be a part of mine.

Up stream
Graceful beautiful
Hustling, flowing, giving
Mountains hill’s smashing Rapid’s
Cooling, soothing, amazing
Shiny slick
Down stream
Kelly Cowan , 4th grade

Kyle McLeod, 2nd grade

Sean Harlan, 10th grade

Honoring our river
Where I Stay

The Willamette is such a place no war without a
trace. The other plants were waving, the frogs were
flying. The fish were as fast as a biker going down
hill, the eagle was more beautiful than spring. The
beaver was a chain saw cutting down trees for dams.
The sun is smiling to everyone. The Willamette
wanders like an ant in a picnic. The river is next to
me like a heart to a soul.

Uniting us
Connecting us
Linking our towns together
Flowing
Soothing
What could be better?
The pack of wolves are as deadly as a thousand knives,
Mountaintops
the foxes are color of a sunset. Seeds are gifts from
Old stone rocks
god for everybody. Seeds are to me as children to
Mist from the rivers blow
people.
This place seems so busy to me
But I just like to sit and see the river
What am I?
glow
Montana Efaw, 8th grade

John Wenigmann, 5th grade
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Glimmering Objects
One starry evening, Mr. Raccoon scurried to the river bank to wash his fish for the
wonderful feast to be held that very night. The river glistened with a sparkling reflection of
the moon overhead. Amidst the sparkling scenery, Mr. Raccoon spotted a gleaming object.
It was as shiny as a nugget of gold in a river bed, but it was larger. It was a hollow cylinder
shape that smelled of sweet grapes. It looked like it held magical powers. He excitedly rushed it
back to the clan. They held a River Council after dinner to determine what on earth it was!
The Council, after many hours, decided it must bring good luck. They sent all of the
raccoons to hunt for more. They were to bring them to the beavers. The beavers were going
to build a dam with these objects.
After gathering, the beavers piled the shiny treasures from the river bed to the clouds
above. It was a grand sight! All the river animals gathered to admire the shiny display.
As Mr. Raccoon was delivering a few more treasures, a most unpleasant smell crept
upon his wet nose. It smelled like rotten root beer, rust, decay and the most nasty aroma of
sour, rotten, moldy milk. He had a nagging feeling deep in the pit of his stomach that there
was something terribly wrong with this new river dam.
It did not take long before there were noticeable changes on the river. The nutrients
for the fish disintegrated and the fish began to die. The food supply for the river animals
became scarce. The bears were starving. They decided to find out why. One enormous bear
who needed more food than the others asked the salmon what was going on.
The salmon replied in a very hungry, high-pitched voice, “It’s because the whole food
chain is dying. I don’t know why this is all happening!
I will go ask Mr. Fly if he knows.”
It was not hard to find the flies because they
were all hanging around the sparkly shiny objects. The
salmon swam downstream to the dam where Mr. Fly
was hanging around and asked, “Mr. Fly, do you happen
to know why the food chain is dying?”
Mr. Fly answered with, “Buzz, buzz. I have no
idea. Buzz. Maybe I buzz will go ask the raccoons
buzz.”
Mr. Fly buzzed over to Mr. Raccoon and asked
him if he knew why. Mr. Raccoon did not have any
answers but said, “I will ask my best friend Rocky, he is
the wisest beaver on the river.”
Aileen Lee, 5th grade
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Rocky was a very wise beaver indeed. He said in a faint voice, “The reason the food
chain is breaking down is because of the new shiny dam. These are not good luck charms.
They are a curse. They are the curse of Soda Can Trash. This new dam is polluting our water!
Go now and spread the message to the rest of the food chain. Hurry! Ask them to help.”
So Mr. Raccoon told Mr. Fly, who told the salmon. The salmon told Mr. Bear. Mr.
Bear, who was not afraid of any animal, told the human beings, “Please don’t pollute our
habitat. The river is our home. Help us clean it up.” The humans now looked at the rivers
from a different viewpoint.
How have we let this happen to all of these poor creatures? If you have littered before,
don’t do it again. The health of the rivers depend on us!
Maddy Corbin, 5th grade

Salmon In Salem
Salmon here,
Salmon there,
Salmon are in Salem everywhere.
Salmon as fry
Salmon caught my eye
Salmon are in Salem everywhere.
Salmon are red, green and pink
Salmon are painted wild colors I think
Salmon are in Salem everywhere.
Salmon so bright
Salmon so light
Salmon are in Salem everywhere.

Brenner Shankle, 2nd

Be
Be Big
Be Bold
Be Salmon!
Isaiah Hudson,2nd grade

The Sandy River

Salmon in motion
Salmon causing commotion
Salmon are in Salem everywhere.

It shimmers in the sun
it glows in the light of the moon.
Fish swim by as the sun sets.
The moon comes
the owl swoops down by the river and
grabs a fish.
It seems like life goes by so fast
but if you go to the Sandy River
you can smell air and live life.

2nd grade classes Chapman Hill Elementary

Yesenia Guzman, 5th grade

Salmon of all kinds
Salmon don’t mind
Salmon are in Salem everywhere.
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Falling Celilo
Heat waves roll down
scorched cliffs to the
		
exhausted flat terrain
Like the mighty water
Cascading
into the bubbly, white
			
water.
Fish jump as if the
wicked waves whip them in
		
the air against the wall
			
of roaring rapids.
Hubcap hard times revealed
		
on the dwellings of the Celilo.
Littered with the old tales of honored
			
ancestors and broken antennas
Everything moving, thrown together
like the leaping, plummeting
				
falls.
Smells of bloodied rocks
and soaked spears surround
		
the rivers edge, where the life
			
of the glistening Indian thrives.
All things moving with the boiling
bend
		
like routine.

The River
I sit near the river
I hear the wind whisper
and brush through the
bushes I hear the birds
call for food. I hear the
frogs leap from lily to lily.
I feel the clean warm
summer water on my
feet. Although the mosquitoes
and bugs are very
obnoxious I quietly ignore
them. All of a sudden I see
the sun smile and very
slowly begins to go down.
Shortly after the sun said
goodbye the moon came
up with a beautiful hello
shining gracefully on the
dark blue water. Even though
it’s getting late there’s always
a tomorrow.
Alyna Velez, 5th grade

Each one with his own duty,
As if it were made
		
and carried down,
			
cascading through tired
				
generations
				
and resting on these
rusty bare orange hills.
Like the life pouring from the falls
into the calm boiling bank.

The Colorado River flows gently
through the Grand Canyon.
You can hear the stream slowly
drift down
farther and farther.
The river is silent so silent
you can hear the birds chirping

Kacie Richardson, 11th grade

Leon Sargeant, 5th grade
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Willamette
The Willamette River is being affected by pollution from Eugene and other cities like
it. Since 1925, the Willamette River has been polluted by various causes. Most of the pollution has come from industry that has dumped wastes into the Willamette River and the other
rivers that flow into it. Pollution has also come from cities that dump waste.
Pollution has been going on a long time. Willamette Riverkeepers is a group that
works to keep the Willamette River clean and pure. But also at this very moment habitats
are being polluted and destroyed. The number of habitats that are in the river ecosystem are
too great to think of, and they are all being terribly polluted. There are big industries right
on the banks of the river that put their wastes right into it.
Over the years there has been some very good progress in reducing wastes that flow
into the river. In the 1960’s, Oregon Governor Tom McCall was helping to eliminate raw
industrial pollution. Sometimes I dream the Willamette River is becoming fully cured and its
beauty is shining more than ever before. Then this city becomes happier than ever.
There are the beavers and otters that swim and build habitats all along the banks of
the Willamette. There are more fish than I can think of in the Willamette. They lay their
eggs and build their homes at the bottom of the river. The ducks swim on top of the water,
eat plants and brush by the side of the river and little fish that swim near the surface of the
water.
A nice branch of the Willamette runs right by Mount Pisgah, which in the summer
time is a great place for kids, adults and animals to get their exercise. In the summer I go
there and swim with my dog. I throw a stick into the river and she fetches it. It would be
terrible if we couldn’t go there to swim anymore because the water is too dirty. There is still
time to help the Willamette!

Darina Bondar, 8th grade
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Ray Ferrell’s Pollution Solution
It was the morning of June 12th 2136, and Ray Ferrell had just awoke from a deep sleep. He
got up and stretched, his mind set on one thing. Today was his day.
Three years ago, the rivers had become so polluted that the water had grown poisonous and
harmful to the skin. Fish had changed their diet and had become carnivorous. Plants had
grown huge and had absorbed most of the water in the rivers.
Because of these harsh conditions, the government had placed a strict “no-dumping” law
and placed energy nets around the rivers that would shock anything that touched them. Ray
had spent the last 3 years developing a purification tablet to make the rivers healthy again.
Two weeks ago, he had made the pill and was now ready for it to work its magic.
As he got out of bed, Rosie, the electronic auto-clean maid came in and wished him good
morning and began to make his bed. He went downstairs to the kitchen. There, he punched
in eggs and bacon into the food replicator and a plate of sizzling fried eggs and bacon appeared. He took his meal into the living room, sat down on the couch, and pressed a button
on the arm. A TV screen appeared in front of him. A young man’s head was inside it.
“Good Morning,” the head said. “I am Robbie, your 3-D Holo TV. What channel would you
like?”
“The all day weather channel please, Robbie.” Said Ray.
“Sure thing.” Robbie said and his head was replaced by a weatherman.
“Weather today in Oregon will be perfect.” The weatherman said. Ray smiled and turned
the TV off.
He got dressed, slipping the tablet into his pocket and headed out to his Hoverbird. Hoverbirds were small, sleek and silent helicopters. The use of cars had been abandoned long ago.
He sat down in the pilot seat, started the blades spinning and pulled up into the skyway.
After flying for half an hour, Ray landed his bird next to the Willamette River. The pulsating
strands of the energy net glowed ominously. He took the tablet from his pocket and aimed
for a gap in the net. Knowing that if he missed, his work would be lost, Ray threw. His aim
was right on. The tablet soared strait through the gap and into the river. He looked into
the river to see the water growing blue, fish shrinking in size, plants flushing water out from
their stems. Ray smiled. For now, his job was done.
Orian Evans, 6th grade
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Invited Oregon Writers
The authors featured in this section of the anthology were invited to contribute
to our publication because of their passion for education and our river. They are
people deeply connected to the river through their writing and storytelling.

Photo by Ron Cooper
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Howard McKinley Corning was born in 1896 near Lincoln, Nebraska, grew up on a farm near

Columbus, Ohio, and moved to Oregon in 1919. He had little formal education, having dropped out of
high school, and claimed that he got his education in the downtown branch of the Multnomah County
Library. A prominent regional poet, he published in a variety of newspapers, national magazines, and
anthologies, produced three volumes of poetry, and served as poetry editor of the Oregonian from
1965 to 1976. He died in 1977. Corning’s work as an editor and supervisor with the Oregon Writers’
Project of the Works Progress Administration in the 1930s resulted in the development of two important regional books, A Dictionary of Oregon History and Willamette Landings. The following excerpts
are taken from the third edition of Willamette Landings, republished in 2004 by the Oregon Historical
Society Press with a new introduction by Robin Cody.
THE RIVER
During November [1861], however, rain fell almost continuously over northwestern Oregon. It was a cold
rain, and in the still colder mountains a vast amount of snow accumulated. In the closing days of the month,
the temperature softened, but a humid downpour that melted the snow continued. The Willamette rose at a
rapid rate and was soon lapping over its banks for its entire 150-mile length.
At Portland, the Weekly Oregonian of November 30 observed, in a remark addressed facetiously
“To Mariners,” that “several of our principal streets in the Third Ward are now in a navigable condition.” On
Monday, December 2, boat schedules on the lower river were begun as usual. . . .
As darkness settled on Monday, water was rising over the lower Linn City streets. “The ceaseless roar
of the stream made a fearful sort of elemental music, widely different from the ordinary monotone of the
Falls,” a spectator reported through the Oregonian a few days later, “while the darkness was made more visible by the glare of torches and hurrying lights.” The eerie atmosphere was intensified by the shouts of people
from windows of houses surrounded by water rising at the rate of almost a foot an hour.
In the early half-light of Tuesday morning, the wooden bridge from Abernethy Island on the Oregon
City side, where the Island Mills were situated, was carried away. Strained faces peered through the drenched
daybreak at the still-rising river, now more thickly strewn with debris. Log rafts, splintered landings, an ungainly scow filled with apples swept past. On a sheaf of oats that turned precariously in the roily waters, a
rooster stood and crowed.
• • •
The Willamette is one of the few American rivers of any volume flowing north. It is the largest river contained
wholly within the state of Oregon.
“Lying like a cupped leaf dropped on the map of Oregon, with its veins the tributaries and its stem
the main artery,” wrote Verne Bright, the Oregon poet, in 1941,
the Willamette drains twelve thousand square miles of territory. Precisely confined by the snow-tipped Cascade
Range, the ancient Calapooyas, and the newer elevations of the Coast Range, it gathers moisture from the east, south
and west, and in one tremendous north-flowing stream, pours it toward the Columbia. From the stem of the leaf
where the Willamette enters the Columbia to the distant tip where the least faint stream fades in a mountain-side
trickle, the veins are numerous and varied. Some, like the Tualatin, the Pudding, and the Long Tom are deceptively
sluggish much of the year. . . . Other branches, like the Clackamas, the Santiam, the Molalla, and the McKenzie are
as unruly as the sound of their names. . . .

• • •
Along the tributaries, in the evergreen wilderness from which the Willamette emerges, are occasional waterfalls. But on the main river there is only the one great overleap, known as Willamette Falls. As early as 1838,
in his Journal of an Exploring Tour Beyond the Rocky Mountains, the Rev. Samuel Parker wrote in somewhat
romantic vein of this geographic feature:
The river above spreads out into a wide, deep basin, and runs slowly and smoothly until within a half mile of
the Falls, when its velocity increases, its width diminishes, eddies are formed in which the water turns back as if
loath to make the plunge; but it is forced forward by the water in the rear, and when still nearer it breaks upon
the volcanic rocks scattered across the channel, and then as if resigned to its fate, smooths its agitated surges,
and precipitates down an almost perpendicular . . . presenting a somewhat whitened column. . . . The rising mist
formed in the rays of the sun a beautiful bow.
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BOATS
Rigged for sails, the Callapooiah was lauchened in August and left downriver for Astoria. She reached there
in four days. Thereafter she ran between Willamette and Columbia River points, on a frequent and more or
less regular schedule. But twenty-one months after launching, Cook offered the Callapooiah for sale. By that
time the competiton of similar though smaller craft had become so keen that lowered transportation rates
yielded small profit. One of these crude vessels, running between Oregon City and Astoria in 1847, charged
a point-to-point fare of $20, provided the passenger boarded himself and helped pull the boat! Operated by
B.C. Kindred, the Callapooiah made regular stops at the riverside landing called Portland, but contemptuously
referred to by nonresidents as “Little Stumptown.”
• • •
Perhaps the strangest river craft that ever appeared on the Willamette River was the cattle-powered boat Hay
Burner. Steam vessels had been plying the Willamette and Columbia rivers for fully a decade when, in 1860,
a “genius” at Corvallis decided that they were too expensive to operate. So he rigged a scow with treadmill
machinery, using cattle and hay for motive power. Coming downstream on its first trip, the vessel ran aground
— or, rather, walked ashore — at McGooglin’s Slough, where the boat remained until the cattle had devoured
nearly all the fuel. It was finally pulled off by a steamer appropriately named Onward and then continued
down the river to Canemah. But once there the Hay Burner lacked sufficient power to return to Corvallis
against the current. The skipper sold his oxen and abandoned his enterprise.
CITIES & TOWNS
Settlement in the beautiful valley began about 1829-30, when released Hudson’s Bay Company trappers,
principally French Canadians, located farms on the rich prairies above the Falls. Soon thereafter came the first
American settlers, a mere handful. In 1834, a group of Methodist missionaries, headed by the Rev. Jason Lee,
arrived, building a mission station on the southern fringe of French Prairie. Father F.N. Blanchet and other
Catholic priests came in 1838 and established a mission on the praire. . . . and other American “mountain
men” out of the Rockies entered the region with their Indian wives and mixed-blood children to make homes.
By 1840 there were a few hundred settlers established in the area between the Willamette Falls and the Jason
Lee mission on the central Willamette bottoms and across the river on the Tuality Plains to the northwest.
• • •
Every townsite founder on the lower Willamette believed he had indisputable reasons why his chosen location
would become the great city of Oregon. First, the lower river was the natural gateway to the expansive upper
country. Along the Willamette must pass much of the valley trade, and from its mouth must go the deep-sea
commerce of the entire region. Where, then, would the future great city stand?
• • •
A few lots sold before the town had any name. That name was ceremoniously chosen -- not at Portland but at
Oregon City -- by the flipping of a coin. Lovejoy wished the new town to be named Boston, while Pettygrove
wanted it to be called Portland. Two of three tosses fell in Pettygrove’s favor, and Portland became the name
of the new town among the fir stumps.
• • •
Canemah was at the peak of its prosperity when the flood of 1861 struck. The town, almost at river level,
suffered more than any other community excepting Linn City and Champoeg. Practically every building was
washed away. . . .
. . . When the flood was at its greatest, the daring Capt. George W. Taylor rode the small steamer
St. Claire from Canemah over the Falls and into the lower river. The women and children of Canemah, since
the men were busily engaged in salvaging, lit beacon fires at their retreat atop the bluffs in celebration of
the boat’s plunge through the boiling waters. It was agreed that Captain Taylor should pull the whistle as he
entered the lower stream if he was still alive and his boat dry. As the triumphant toot-toot-toot came echoing
over the river and against the rocks, a shout went up from the massed onlookers.
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Elizabeth McLagan’s poems have appeared, or are forthcoming, in 32 Poems, Poetry Northwest,
American Literary Review, Third Coast, Iron Horse Literary Review, Minnesota Review, Southeast Review
and on the web site Verse Daily. A 2001 AWP Introjournals Award recipient, she teaches creative writing
at Portland Community College.

High Water
Was it the glassy smear of light
on a winter day after weeks
of rain, four children in a clamor
of nothing-to-do like small crows,
or some unnamable grief
that urged our father out of his silence
and into the damp of an open boat?
The motor raised some noise against
the current’s slick erasures, until
we veered into a slough upstream.
Snags surfaced and sank. Overhead,
the blank admirations of trees.
I searched the bank for some darkness
flicking away, trailed a finger
through the churn, hoping to startle
the tin gleam of a fish, wanting something,
anything underwater to rise toward me.
Yesterday’s rain seemed to lift us
into the flat land of my father’s past.
He commanded the stern, a farm boy
who once lashed a raft together and floated
to town in a flood. The cold clamped my back
like a damp hand, but his smile warmed
my misery, so I believed I could drift
from my own life, though my ignorance
spilled like a flood, though the river
tore at the bank and rose up spinning.
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Elegy with Mallards
August held Grandpa to the wheel
of his tractor, hat clamped down
against the haying sun.
Behind him, thickets in the grip
of blackberry, the river called
and ducks circled, looking
for stubble and rain.
He loved the winter land, flattened
and resting, the river let off its leash,
fog so low it might be cloud-walking.
Leaving the house, he picked up
the gun, called the dog, and in those flooded
fields found what mallards know:
breath tight, heart like a fist,
the flapping of wings.

John Daniel is currently teaching at St. Lawrence University in upstate New York. He normally resides

in the watershed of the upper Long Tom in the Coast Range foothills, west of Eugene. Two of his books,
The Trail Home and Looking After, have won the Oregon Book Award for Literary Nonfiction. John Daniel’s
eighth book, Rogue River Journal: A Winter Alone, was published in May by Shoemaker & Hoard. The
following poem is from the anthology Let Us Drink to the River.

Passage
To listen to the river’s muted voice,
its licks and gurgles
along the bank,
is to hear the soundlessness of snow
come down in all its multitudes
on heights of rock,
to hear that stillness
sink gradually down,
grow old and heavy,
dense with time,
dense with cold,
then quicken at last
beneath slow glacial tongues,
milky streamings
over stone,
trickling now,
splashing down, gathering
in gravity’s song,
boulder music pounding on
with sprays of spume
and swirling pools,
and settling through distances
to slide past here,
subdued and lively, filled
with a dreamer’s speechful stirring,
lost in its old story that never ends.

Photo by Ron Cooper
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Ted Leeson is a contributing editor to Fly Rod & Reel Magazine. His articles on fishing and fly tying
appear regularly in Field & Stream, Gary’s Sporting Journal, Fly Fisherman, and a variety of other outdoor
publications. He lives in Corvallis, Oregon, and teaches English at Oregon State University. The following
excerpts are from his widely acclaimed book, The Habit of Rivers.

Chapter 1
A Moveable Feast
Another mile and the river horseshoes back from the old highway into a woods of Douglas
fir, hemlock, cedar, and vinemaple. The most beautiful section of the drift begins here, and
for a time I put up the oars, sit on the flydeck, and watch the river, partly for salmon, but
mostly for itself. In the smooth glides, every detail on the bottom rises in relief. The bed of
cobbles, crayfish with waving claws, swirling patches of sand, sunken trees, and mosaics of
waterlogged leaves, all pass beneath you in an endless, hypnotic succession. Shallows drop
suddenly into inky pools. Boulders loom up from an unseen bottom to touch the surface,
and then disappear. Underwater canyons wind through broken ledgerock cliffs. Here and
there, the river bottom is scoured to clean bedrock, vast rippled sheets of it fractured into
blocks that are pitted and pocked with circular, foot-deep craters. The boat drifts above it
all in effortless silence, like a hot-air balloon. The sense of remoteness is absolute. Staring
overboard with no other reference point but the river, you can easily persuade yourself that
the boat is motionless and the river slipping backward beneath you.
In a few places, the streambed shelves off into black-bottomed pools where silt has
settled out in the slow currents. During the run, salmon congregate in this deep water, and
at morning and evening when the light is low, they roll and leap incessantly, clearing the surface in long flat arcs and slapping back down, or churning the water in deep boils that leave
slowly dissolving whirlpools. The behavior is common among all anadromous fishes, though
no more comprehensible for that. Explanations, however, abound. Fishermen, like the rest
of humankind, will talk relentlessly and authoritatively about what they understand least.
I’ve been told, to take but a sample, that salmon roll because they are trying to shake loose
eggs from the skeins; because the water is too warm; because they are gulping air; because
they are trying to rid themselves of sea lice and parasites; because they don’t like fresh water
(it kills them, as you can plainly see); and simply because they’re horny—an explanation with
at least the ring of truth. There are those who mourn the passing of the American rural culture, and every summer the Appalachian and Smokey Mountains swarm with well-scrubbed
boys and girls from tony New England colleges, cruising the backroads in vans full of sound
gear, taping oral folk histories. They ought to come west. Few can match the Pacific salmon
fisherman for picturesque absurdities.
These deep pools may be classic salmon water, but they can’t really be fished in the
classic fashion, if such a term describes the tedious double-hauling of high-density or leadcore shooting heads on eighty-foot casts. The river for the most part is too small, and the
pools offer too little current to animate a fly properly. On holes with steep banks and deep
water, I’ll make a pass through with a floating line and a small heavily dressed fly, casting
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to the bank and retrieving in short twitches. When that fails, and it usually does, I resort to
a sinking line and a larger pattern, and begin the kind of laborious blind-dredging that has
earned fly fishing for Pacific salmon the half-deserved reputation as a sport for iron wills and
soft brains.
Small wavelets slap the boat bottom as it rides a little tongue of current into the head
of the pool. Though it is past midday, a salmon rolls in the shade of alder limbs arching over
the water. In the heart or mind or wherever essences reside, I am a trout fisherman, which
means among other things that any surface disturbance made by a fish, for whatever reason,
automatically registers on the consciousness as a “rise.” It is an instinctual association against
which all knowledge, better judgment, and experience are helpless, and when the salmon
breaks the water, I row over and begin covering it with expectant, pointless casts. Years of
humoring this particular delusion have yielded exactly two salmon, neither of which in all
likelihood had actually rolled, but just happened to be in the vicinity of a fish that did. Today
does not bring a third.
The bank has promising depth here, though, and I continue slowly along it, placing
casts at rhythmic two-foot intervals, thinking of other things. Near the tail of pool, the water behind the fly billows gently with the quick pass of a fish. But no grab. A hard roll cast
returns the fly to the still-dissipating ripple. A few fast strips of line and the surface swirls
again, this time more violently, but with no more definitive result. Dropping the fly back a
third time, I let it sink for perhaps half a minute and inch it back, flicking the rod tip now
and again to send a tight shiver down the line. As the fly approaches the boat, I can see
the salmon following a foot behind, matching the erratic retrieve precisely, advancing when
the fly does, pausing when I pause, maintaining a scrupulous distance. Only a rod-length
away the fish stops, a soot-colored male coho of perhaps six pounds. It holds just beneath
the surface, canted slightly upward, staring past me with an eye fixed severely on something
remote. This dark eye and the fiercely hooked kype remind me of a bird of prey. For all that
is magnificent about the salmon—the clean, taut hydrodynamic lines; the thick muscling; the
glints of blue, green, and indigo flashing from a silver skin—for all these, it seems strange
that the eye and kype should be the features that haunt. Something must inhere in them, for
they haunted the past as well, recurring again and again, almost obsessively, in carved and
painted images of the Klickitat, Tlingit, and Haida, as though these features alone expressed
some deep essence of the animal.

Photo by Ron Cooper
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Fellowship for her prose. Her publications include pieces in FROM HERE WE SPEAK: AN ANTHOLOGY OF
OREGON POETRY, and the following journals: Madison Review, Cottonwood Magazine, Cimarron Review,
Wild Earth, Fireweed Magazine, Wilderness Magazine and Seneca Review among others. Amy holds both
an MFA in Creative Writing and an MS in Environmental Studies from the University of Oregon. She now
works for Fishtrap, a nonprofit literary organization based near the Wallowa Mountains in northeast
Oregon, where she lives with her husband and two children.

The Wider Lens
Although the way we study detaches
bud from twig, fossil from lake, still
I have not learned to separate
the dropped pine cone from its quilt
of fir and maple leaf, trout fin
from river rock, birdsong
from dawn light. Nor can rainsmell
be severed from barefeet, snowfall
from red cheek, or the lake
from the wind combing its skin.
The arms of the manzanita cannot seem
to untangle from the horizon’s grey waist.
Because the speckled gall changes
once it slips from its shelf of oak bark
to rot on mud ridge and twig scatter. And
the curled fawn isn’t the same without
the calyx of grass against which it rests,
or the hemlock beyond that, any less the owl
in its top branch asleep with yellow eye open
on the mouse to be churned into a furred pellet
and spit out beneath the dark cape
and its circling aperture
taking it all in.
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Aeolian
Breath of dawn, river
of smooth light. Earth turns up
her belly for your caress.
Tree boughs bend
and shake. Bird song
you bring. Seeds. Tremulous
shadows. Bright jeweled leaves
ring at my feet.
Splash me with blossoms.
Lick my cheek and hair
with your pollen tongue.
My body opens and your voice
enters my heart. I leap
into your swift passage. Embrace
of sweet rain, of flower scent,
of curdled sky. Touch me,
and my skin quivers
like the moon
on the water.

The Wetlands Conservancy works in partnership with others to conserve, protect and restore
wetlands. Sponsors and contributors to the Honoring Our River anthology such as Portland General Electric, SOLV and Clean Water Services are great examples of the fine organizations that TWC works with.
The following stories highlight a few of The Wetlands Conservancy’s many public and private business
partners.

The Wetlands Conservancy and Corps Restoring the Urban Environment
Partnership Continues to Grow with Norm Thompson Project
“Too often, the environmental community blames the “business” community as the root of all evil. The “business community” often blames the community’s lack of understanding of economics, jobs and disinterest in
youth as the conflict. TWC’s partnership with CRUE and businesses in the Portland Metro area have helped to
change the negative stereotypes and forge new creative solutions and partnerhips.”

Escape from the ordinary: that’s just what happened between eight high risk high school
students and Norm Thompson Outfitters managers. The result will be a functioning bioswale and an
improved wetland at the Norm Thompson Outfitters (NTO) Corporate Headquarters in Hillsboro.
Students from Open Meadow Learning Centers (OMLC) participated in a one week landscape
design course with TWC’s Esther Lev and restoration ecologist Dennis O’Connor to redesign a bioswale
and develop a restoration and landscape plan for the NTO wetland, riparian area and transition zone
adjacent to Washington County’s Rock Creek. Students worked with Norm Thompson to identify project
goals and expectations and redesign the bioswale and restore the wetland. In an intensive one week
class, students learned to conduct site inventories and analyses, draw plans and cross sections, the
engineering and math required to design a bioswale, plan ecology and selection and how to work
together in teams and with a client.
Norm Thompson Outfitters made a conscious choice to locate next to Rock Creek and a degraded wetland with the goal of working in partnership with others to restore and enhance natural
functions. The company was interested in improving the function of their stormwater vegetated bioswale and enhancing their landscaping to serve as a transition between their facility and the natural
area. They also have an interest in encouraging neighboring businesses along Rock Creek to become
stewards of Rock Creek and its wetlands.
All the project partners were pleased with the final plans. TWC, Corps Restoring the Urban
Environment, Norm Thompson Outfitters and Clean Water Services hope to partner over the next two
years to implement the student designs.
This project continues a 10-year history between TWC and OMLC. In 1991, TWC was involved
in biological assessments and restoration at Smith and Bybee Lakes [In 1999, Portland General Electric
donated it’s 313 acre portion of Smith Lake in North Portland to TWC.], a 2,000-acre urban wetland
surrounded by a garbage dump, industrial development, and the degraded Columbia Slough. Restoration opportunities abounded in the neighborhood. TWC found out the local high school had a
60 percent drop out rate. Knowing that restoration was a very hands-on and emerging field, TWC
believed these students could be employed to restore natural areas in the neighborhood, engaged in
a positive activity and maybe even find themselves at the front of the opportunity line for once, rather
than in the very way back.
Story by Esther Lev. Wetlands, Summer 2003
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Restoration Proves Lucrative
Polk County farmer Mark Knaupp watches the habitat change in the bottomlands of his expansive grass seed farm. In the past five years, Mark has
restored 320 acres of wetlands and created an additional
60 acre wetland mitigation bank. “It’s amazing how the
vegetation comes back and how the habitat develops, “
says Mark. “It’s happened very fast. The birds found it
and moved into it very quickly.”
Mark suspects that neighbors laughed when he and
his wife Debbie bought the 200 acre damp fescue grass
field in 1976. He was the only interested buyer. Now, 25
years later, some who may have snickered would have to
view the Knaupps’ purchase as a good investment. They
now own 1,200 acres, 400 acres of restored wetland and
the rest under cultivation.
“I enjoy waterfowl and waterfowl habitat,” says Mark,
an avid duck hunter with a degree in wildlife from Oregon
State University. “That’s what got me started on my first
project. Now look!” He points to phalaropes poking their
long bills into the mud at the edges of the wetland.
In 1992, he embarked on his first restoration project,
creation of a 20 acre shallow pond for waterfowl. In
1995, after a series of wet years and gaggles of hungry
Canada geese feeding on his grass each winter, Mark’s
lands along Mud Slough became increasingly difficult to
farm. He decided to enroll 320 acres of the bottomland into the Wetlands Reserve Program (WRP).
He used the easement payment from the WRP to buy an adjacent 180 acres. This allowed him to
acquire more productive farmland, less sensitive to the elements, and essentially trade it for prime
wildlife habitat.
Mark harvested his last commercial crop of tall fescue seed from the bottoms in 1996. The
site was flat and required little excavation. To prepare the soil for native plants, he scraped it, planted
it with an annual cover crop, flooded it, and sprayed Round-Up in the spring and fall. Then, without
tilling, he planted meadow foxtail and the once widespread tufted hairgrass.
In five years, thousands of native plants, including some rare species, have sprung up on their
own and turned the wetlands into a tapestry of color and texture. The purple and white popcorn
flower and veronica, dark green tufts of sedge, bulky cattails, and delicate tufted hairgrass provide
habitat for a variety of wildlife. The showy pink Nelson’s checkermallow is listed as “threatened”
under the federal Endangered Species Act.
Mark figures he and his brother spend a combined two weeks per year maintaining the wetland, primarily removing and managing reed canarygrass, purple loosestrife, blackberry, and Canada
thistle. Though the process required patience, Mark has no regrets. “Buying the land, farming it and
then enrolling in the WRP and restoring it to wetland was a great business decision.”
Story by Esther Lev. Heroic Tales of Wetland Restoration
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Wetlands Conservation . . . and a Bag of Chips!
At Kettle Foods, we are in the business of making all-natural snack foods. However, when we
discovered that our long-awaited new plant construction would involve jurisdictional wetlands mitigation, we realized that a unique challenge and opportunity was before us.
Now part of our business operations includes meeting federal and state monitoring requirements, keeping out invasive plants such as scotch broom and blackberry without the use of herbicides
and submitting annual reports.
Currently in the fourth year at our new home, the value of this wetland has become apparent.
Although not large (just under 2 acres), what used to be an area covered in blackberries is now home
to numerous species of animal and plant life common to wetland environments.
In late February this year, a pair of Great Blue Herons began constructing a nest 50 feet high
in one of our cottonwood trees. One by one branches were selected, flown high into the tree and
carefully placed to form a solid structure. By late April, four chicks had hatched, their squalls heard
from a distance as the adults brought fish and frogs to the hungry newborns.
Our 200 employees nervously watched as these pre-flight juvenile birds, now nearly two feet
tall, balanced high above the ground on the branches outside the nest, which was now too small to
contain them all.
After much coaxing from the parents, they flew, one by one, into their new world.
While our core business remains creating all-natural snack foods, Kettle Foods embraces
wetlands conservation efforts and is committed to its role in protecting these unique and valuable
ecosystems.
Story by Jim Hauge, Kettle Foods. Wetlands, Fall 2002

Willamette Valley Wine, Wetlands & Wildlife
Nestled between Oregon’s Coast Range and the Willamette River, at the confluence of two
meandering creeks, the Buchanan Family Century Farm is accustomed to the influence of water. In
fact, during the rainy season almost half of the farm disappears under water. As the rains come, the
streams rise, overflowing across the farm’s wide floodplain of native wetlands and woodlands.
For five generations, our family farmers have left natural processes uninterrupted to preserve
fish and wildlife habitat. To date, the farm boasts more than 200 acres of land protected under a
Wetland Reserve Program with ponds and habitat for diverse native plants and animals including over
100 species of birds.
Commodities grown and raised at the farm in recent years include sheep, hazelnuts, grass
seed, hay pasture, and wine grapes. The farm also operates Tyee Wine Cellars, a small winery open to
the public for tasting and sales, hiking and picnicking, concerts, community fundraisers and special
events.
Ongoing projects in the wetland and riparian zones include planting and encouraging native
trees, shrubs, grasses, sedges and other wetland plants, discouraging invasive plants, and maintaining
a low impact, 1.5 mile interpretive trail through diverse wetlands and woodland habitat, open to the
public during winery tasting room hours through the dry season.
At Beaver Creek Vineyards and Tyee Wine Cellars on the Buchanan Family Century Farm, we
continue to promote Salmon-safe farming practices. Our vineyard, with its perennial grass cover crop
and mature riparian border, is certified under the Salmon-safe ecolabel. In the vineyard we use only
organically acceptable sulfur dust for pest control. We provide habitat and nesting boxes for native
bird species, allow wide and well established riparian buffers to protect nearby creeks, enhancing
habitat for native trout and other salmonids.
We continue to study, learn, and share more about our dynamic wetlands habitat.
Story by Merrilee Buchanan. Wetlands, Winter 2004
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Student works, part III
Natures Song
A river is a lovely song
Music to your ears
The animals are all the notes
Helping you to hear
The trees and flowers are the beat
Making it all come together
The hills and mountains are the harmony
The most beautiful part of the song
The people are the sounds you hear
The part that helps sing along

Blue Waters
Blue waters through the land,
from the tips of the sand
to the rocks below
fish, frogs, and animals
are amazed at the blue waters
						
Adalea Johnson, 5th grade

Amber Adams, 7th grade

Pondering Smelly Fish			
Fish are so smelly!				
I really wonder why-				
They’re always in the water			
And never, ever dry.				
Cassidy Wigham, 3rd grade

River
The roots of trees hanging into the water
The wind swaying the weeds back and forth
The fish swimming between my feet
A soda can floating by, bound for my hand
and then the garbage
A waterfall crashing over the cliff
Flowers releasing pollen all around me
The chill of water splashing my face.
Jacob Nickel, 6th grade
Ross Burlingame, 8th grade
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River Friends
I live by the river,
I’ll stay by the river,
And not because of noisy highways,
But because of animal by-ways.
The raccoons, salamanders, eagles, too
They share the river with me and you,
And make a trail to travel through.
Doug Ertz, 8th grade

Be careful where you swim and play,
A river friend lives here today.
Sadie Jensen, 4th grade

Cold, Cold Days on the River
Cold, cold days with Dad and me
On the river with poles and fish to see
The smell of the river will stay in my mind
These…are the best of times
Hunter Hoyt, 3rd grade

Oregon and Its Rivers
In Oregon
there are ma				
ny rivers. More than you can
count on your		
ten fingers and ten toes. Some are big.
Some are small. I wonder if I can name them all. The McKenzie, The Santiam,
Mary’s, and Willamette rivers all flow into the Columbia under the bridges of Portland.
The Metolious, John Day, and Deschutes hit the mighty Columbia in Mt. Hood’s
shadow. Then the Yaquina, the Alsea, and the Umpqua head straight for the sea;
they waste no time. Some take the long road over the Snake and Columbia, like
the Owyhee and the Malheur. O.K. so I can only name the major rivers but only a
map could give the name of every stream. But what does the name matter, it’s
the beauty that counts. It’s the peaceful serenity of a mountain stream that makes me feel good, not the grimy world of man. And sadly man has ruined some of
that beauty with dams that hold once rushing streams into dull reservoirs. Chugging smelly barges up once impassible rivers. A once green landscape turned gray.
We cannot save what we have lost, but protect what we have. The rivers and streams of eastern Oregon still are used for only their intentional purpose today; drinking; unlike the western rivers used for electricity and a place to dump sewage.
If we are lucky, this will be so for many more salmon runs. I love the untamed wild part of Oregon and hope it will stay like that, and so do the rivers that run in it!
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Then and Now the Willamette River
It’s late in September and the nights are already as cold as the river we seek, which lies just
beyond the Cascade Range yet to our west, ahead just over the peak.
It seems that our journey has taken an entire year, though I know it not to be so. Our goal
is to make the great valley before winter, and get to the river below.
As the morning dawns our teams are hitched and we set off once again in the hopes of
catching a glimpse of Willamette falls before darkness halts our labors.
We press on to the summit and then descend into the valley where we hope to settle in a
place filled with the rich fertile soils of our favor.
At the capital town of Oregon City, we trade some of our hides and Indian beads for tools
we’ll need to complete our home before the toils of winter are halted by freeze.
As the majestic Douglas Fir is brought to earth, the beginnings of our homesteads take
shape. It is the elusive Roosevelt Elk who observes our progress, but assures himself a path
of escape.
With our homes erected and our stores put up for winter’s passing, we embark on a hunt
for meat, as that which had been jerked is not a season lasting.
At long last we emerge into spring, time to plant our crop, and fence our stock. We go to
town to seek our letters from the east, and there the massive logs are tied at the dock.
In time the logs are milled, thus transformed into the framework for all that is yet to come.
The riverbanks are now lined with settlers, their farms and futures are assured here for
some.
It is a warm spring day when we take a moment to fish for the early run of steelhead that
make this river their home.
The colorful Harlequin and the muskrat feed at water’s edge as the sharp-eyed Redtail Hawk
cries out overhead, making his presence known.
In time, with passing of many seasons, the evolution of our society has brought to this
place many changes, some welcome, some not, sometimes our neighbors feel much like
strangers.
The Blacktail Deer and the bobcat, so rarely seen, are among those still living here today,
despite all that has come and gone… or are they… gone away?
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It is the fate of some believed to be gone to arise again in glory, so it is with the wolverine
whose resurgence has itself begun a story.
Believed gone for over fifty years we’ve all sorrowed the loss of the wolverine, but in recent
times upon Mt. Hood we’ve proven his existence, though not often to be seen.
The river is home to so many things, the caddis, the crayfish, the frog, and also the beaver
who constructs his home deep within the bogg.
We take for granted that it will always be ours to fish in and boat in, to jet ski or float in.
To travel upon her waters for our simple pleasures, hopefully not forgetting to notice her
simple treasures.
From the upper extremes of her contributory streams to the convergence of the mighty
Columbia river, her banks still abound with the glorious autumn birches, the Deer Ferns,
the Black Bear and the beauty that makes artists quiver, each occupying a small place in the
grand scheme of things, so important to a river.
Rob Amrein, 8th grade

Rob Amrein, 8th grade
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River
burning away the remains of your
it was a great thing
sinful sacrifice
white thing
the river is not your graveyard
Lifegiving to the land
meant for the refuse of your tainted
the people
seed
the pigs
your floating platforms filled with your
tentacles of sliverlight
greed
spreading cool love
the river is not your graveyard
to the
the river is your grave
nothings
pouring their pig glop
save you pull back the blood spilt
toxic hate juice
topple the dread machine
death juice
love the river, remember who birthed you
squeezed from the bodies of decomposing
who saved you,
corporate casualties
who kept you safe, save you respect
the river is not your graveyard,
the river
it is your heaven, or would be
save you keep the vow you made silently
white one tainted
watching the waves come
stained red with your blood
go
the blood of the glass machine
washing away the remains of your
the infernal machine
sin
the waste oil of your hell cogs
keeping the vow you made silently
grinding water into wine
watching the waves come
to feed your own swollen bellies
to corrupt your own children,
Nathan Nametka, 8th grade
your own life, your own
river
the silver light turned to black fire
spewed from the smokestacks of the steelworks of the chasm

The Willamette River
The Willamette River is important to my Dad and I because it provides a place to ride our bikes
side by side and see the river’s beauty! When the wind blew over the Willamette River, we
could feel some of the spray on our faces. Some of the birds, like swallows, swooped down
to the Willamette and took a sip of water. The peaceful sound of the river gave my Dad and
me a chance to talk to each other without someone interrupting. When I think of all the
special times with my Dad, the bike ride along the Willamette River is a wonderful memory.
Someday, when my kids learn how to ride bikes, I will take them on the same trail!
David Young, 5th grade
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Oh River

The Willamette River

Oh river, Oh river, how cool can your water get.
When it comes to hot sunny days.
Riding the river in a canoe.
You can make me chill by letting me jump in your cool water.
Everyone enjoying the day,
Then I will rest for a while.
Spotting spectacular sights.
Let the smell of the flowers get around you.
Perfectly calm day.
You shall be polluted.
Easily rowing on the calm river.
If there is no danger of pollution around you.
Chirping birds fly freely,
You shall be clean forever.
Tall evergreens watch our progress.
Ismael Hernandez, 5th grade

Feeling calm
Only my friends and I on the river,
Reflecting, remembering.
With this river,
I have incredible opportunities.
Laughter
Living my life to the fullest.
Air that is fresh.
More perspective of the outdoors
Exercise that rejuvenates.
The chance to play outdoors.
The sights which enliven.

Nick Engelfried, 11th grade

George Lin, 8th grade

Rivers
Softly flowing current
Clear, sparkling blue river
Small pebbles are creating ripples
Icy and clean
With warm sun glistening
An awesome habitat for fish and deer
As birds call and Heron catch fish
My feet are cold ‘cause I just took a dip
Drying in the sun, on the river’s warm sandy bank
The sun slowly lulls me to sleep

Rushing waters, skipping rocks,
People fishing from the docks.
People here, people there,
Need the water, need the air.
Keep our rivers nice and clean,
Don’t pollute, we’re a team.
Abigail Cook,2nd grade

Jacob Neff, 6th grade
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My First Element Water
I love the excitement that I feel when I am passing by a huge body of water like the
Rio Grande. It reminds me of years gone by when I was three years old. My hair was much
different then, just as my whole being was; my hair was as white as the snow on top of Mount
Baldy, and my frame was very tiny. I can remember looking at our rooster and seeing my
own reflection in his big round golden eyes, and my eyes were as green as the algae floating
around the warm river’s edges.
I can remember the hot dry Santa Ana wind blowing, leaving a fragrance of pine in
the air. This was the day that I would be introduced to one of my first elements, water. The
water was warm and air was dry, as my grandmother took me by the hand and walked me
to the little stream high in the San Bernadino Mountains. Grandmother took the water and
patted me on the head with it saying in Dine, “Blood of my ancestors, protect me, heal me,
cleanse me.” With that introduction, I was allowed to sit at the edge of the warm river.
As I sat there, I could feel the tow of the river, trying to carry me off to the ocean far
away. I looked at my grandmother’s face for reassurance, an she was smiling at me letting
me know that I would not be going anywhere. “Grandmother the water is taking me”, I
sobbed; for I was indeed a big crybaby back then. My grandmother held me close to her and
told me the water would not hurt me. “The water will bring you life and when it is time it
will take you.”
I grew up in East Los Angeles, home to many displaced Dine. Our elders were used
to seeing the Rio Grande, not the Los Angeles River. They were accustomed to high mesas,
and pine trees. They had become captives living in the city, listening and telling each other
stories about our homeland.
It took me until I was in my late thirties, before I stood at the river of my homeland.
When I finally got to see the Rio Grande, it was
as if my family said it would be: clean, pure, and
as blue as the sky. The clouds that billowed up at
three o’clock allowed me to dream that I could
use them as stepping stones to cross the mighty
river.
Rivers are a big part of my life. When I received
my first peyote shawl, the elder who made it for
me had stitched an image of the Rio Grande on
it, along with colors representing life along its
twisting shores.

Greyson Roachell, 2nd grade
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The upper Rio Grande is full of trout, and the
water is so clear that you can see the sand and all
of the magic if performs, making spirals appear

and disappear. In addition, the Electro-magnetic energy of the mother can be seen clearly in
full play. Large egrets balance and fly through the air at varying altitudes, diving and preening themselves with the greatest of ease.
The sun is dipping lower into the earth now and life becomes very quiet. Soon a doe
crosses the river halfway, then stops and calls her fawns to join her, “Wait she trumpets! I
smell a human. There she is. Oh she is holding still, not making any rapid movements. She
is holding the water and offering it up to us. It’s all right.” She calls out to them once more.
Just then, two fawns spring out of the willows and join their mother as they glance my way
one more time before disappearing onto the little island I call Deer Willow Island.
The river becomes still once more, as the night air starts to gently blow to the west,
making all the plants and trees bend as though they were bowing to the setting sun. Just then,
a huge trout flops out of the water, for it’s last snack of the day. The sound is so unexpected,
that I find myself at first screaming down the river. The big frog next to me started singing
like he weighed five hundred pounds and I start to become uneasy with my surroundings.
I know what is happening. My time clock says go inside, where you will be safe from the
night spirits. Every self-respecting Dine woman knows she must not be out at night, alone
with the night and all it has to offer. I smile to myself and wonder what I would do if I met
real danger here near the edge of the river. I would drop to my knees and with the earth in
one hand and water in the other; I would pray to the blood of my ancestors for protection.
My love for rivers will never end, because I was taught many years ago that the waters
were here for me. Now all the rivers in the world seem to be in danger. Have we all gone
mad? How can we not see or hear, or smell what’s happening to our life-blood? Have we
all forgotten that the rivers are our lifelines to future generations, and that without water,
there is not life?
Ruby Seeley, College

Josh Hallquist, 7th grade
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The Rainbow River
In the rainbow we’re swimming over stones, falling over waterfalls. Barefoot in the water.
Waterfalls are running down the rocks. Rainbow trout are splashing away. Dragonflies flying
above my head, freezing cold water running down my legs. Sparkling green grass along the
way. We play Marco Polo in the freezing river. Green dreams of beauty are the trees that I
climb. Delicious picnics by the rocks. Kids fly through the air because of a rope swing. Shade
from the trees is darkening my world. In the cold, icy river.
Bethany Reding, 4th grade

Night

Darina Bondar, 8th

The Fishy
I came near a river
that was sparkling blue.
I saw a small fishy and
instantly knew.
That he got stuck inside
some trash
and a little bit mashed
that is what made him
so blue.
Later that evening inside my
home.
I saw a truck shaped
as a dome.
It carried garbage and
I had some alarmage
that that would go to my fishy’s home.
Randi Bolt, 6th grade
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Dead as night.
Still as night.
Waters sleeping.
Waiting, for
Morning dawn.
Trees sighing,
Leaves bending.
Trunks stretching
To the sky.
Skies gleaming.
Planets so bright.
Stars shining,
To the night.
Animals,
Nestled tight
In the dark.
Many waiting,
For the light.
Dead of night.
Still as night.
Waters sleeping.
Waiting, for
Morning dawn.
Chantelle Slayter, 8th grade

Teachers Corner
For the past three years, David Lochtie’s Rowe Middle School art class has submitted great art work. This
year, David authored and submitted a fantastic essay. The accompanying artwork is from a student in his
class.

Holes in the River
With a stone make a hole in the river. It will be momentary, like a tree frog’s song or the
sighting of a deer. Take a basalt potato in your palm, fling it high, and await its satisfactory
sizzle. Send a pebble along an anticipatory arch. Watch the water open up when you try the
three-foot granny shot with a 30-pounder. Note the percussion in shallow waters just after
the cymbal crash: the rock knocks home.
Trim tunnels, wavering tubes, the gaping mouth wobbling back to homeostasis -- each brief
hole a rent in the cosmic fabric, shallow portal to deep oxygen. Nothing complete can be
seen in these too-fleet openings,
but you might catch a green syckle
moon, or an inkblot of sunlight, or
a phantom fish. Pieces of life might
disappear into that wink of space,
like a band of Chinook people, the
black bear close behind, or fly out
from the mind of the river, invisible
birds on the tail of sound.
What you are doing is returning,
returning water-chewed boulders,
journeyed from a sea-sized lake a
thousand miles away, to the vessel of their coming. They rode ice
islands on 100-foot tides, sailing
at the speed of a fastball, bashing
their way to rest in this Willamette
niche. When you hurl them far over
the water to fly in the wind, down
to batter the road from whence they
came, you refresh their memory.
Throwing them into the river brings
them back to life. And you, who also
came from a far-away place in an
impossible way, opens for moments
the watery veil.
David Lochtie

Ayla Leisure, 7th grade
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Ripples & Eddies
Ripples and Eddies are small snippets of larger entries that contained language that was too
exceptional to pass up. ENJOY!

The stones are little fish staring at me.
Olivia Yarbrough
5th grade

Blue Rivers how majestic they flow.
Lauren Pagano
6th grade

The river is life,
fueling the plants,
the animals,
the soil.

Katie Meng
2nd grade

Water is the heart of the river.
You can find many things there.
Emily Spence
5th grade

Caitlin Sweeney
8th grade

It is our river,
Just like our very own liver.
Edward Varga
12th grade

Rivers have more than water. They have fish, gravel, silt and sand, all kinds of
things.
Reilly Drew

“Oh but Father it is so much more. The marsh was a place where
I could clear and organize my mind and thoughts. The marsh was
a place I could depend on and tell secrets I would never dare tell
anyone. This place Sara and I call the marsh is just so much more.
In the summer we would catch frogs and fish. In the winter we
would ice skate and create snowmen and snow forts.
And the fall. Oh the fall is one our favorites, we could make
huge piles of leaves and jump and throw them high, high in the
air!
Spring, we would watch the tadpoles grow into frogs, and
fuzzy caterpillars turn into butterflies. In all the seasons we would
have fun and we would never get bored of watching nature. Oh
father, if you cut down the marsh, you won’t be cutting down
a regular marsh, but a part of our family, a part of Sara and me,
and a part of my life.”
Payne Olson
5th grade
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Melissa Walker
6th grade

As the water started rising and seeping
That was mother earth weeping.
Devin Gates
8th grade

The Yangtze River is one of the symbols
of China. Seen from the high sky, it looks
like a big dragon. Even though it isn’t as
poetic or picturesque as the Huanghe, it
also isn’t as spacious and serene as the
ocean. It uses its water to suckle generation
after generation of China like a self-giving
mother.
Tina Huang Xiaofei

The river glows with fish.
Aleah Norris
5th grade

Emily Loyd, 2nd grade

I rowed on seeing a brief
glimpse of what appeared to
be an endless horizon of blue
ocean. Almost there.

River, river runs so far
You’re almost as fast as a shooting star
Michael Pingel
3rd grade

Clarence Gimby
11th grade

The river is oh so special, it gives us so much to see;
The river is, and always has been, a bigger part of me.
Nikki Boylan
4th grade

Spring, as the rain falls the river sparkles.
It rolls along jagged rocks
for miles, it takes me
with it while the wind
blows across the waters
deep and clear. We will
flow together rolling.
Miranda Pierson
12th grade

Ashley Campos
6th grade

Down by the river
I am skipping stones.
Skippety-skip-skip,
Across it goes.
Jennifer Goddik
6th grade

The Willamette and the Columbia Rivers are very different, but also
the same. One way they are the same… they’re both polluted.
Don’t pollute, because rivers rule!
Molly Henninger
3rd grade

Brenner Shankle
2nd grade
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Our bodies hold our souls, letting us roam the earth, not to ruin
it. The bodies that hold our souls is composed of 78% water at
the time of birth, slowly leaving over time
Dustin Bolt
12th grade

Long ago, the Willamette River had beauty.
Now, it is polluted and very puky.
The Willamette is a river
And looks like a liver.
Celia Alvarez
4th grade

Rachel Verhaeghe
2nd grade

The feeling of the water, when you stick you bare feet in it.
The tingling of the water as it touches your foot.
Colder than you thought it was,
As you walk further into the water, the higher the water crawls up your
leg.
The river’s weeds squeeze between your toes.
Tim Anderson

The river looks like my mother.
Her hands cuddle me as I grow up.

The morning dew sounds like a flute
accompanying the graceful songs of
the birds.

Wendy HeYijie
7th grade

Rachel Larson
6th grade

You are the yummiest water in the whole world.
Salamanders are slithering
at the shallow end while
raccoons catch fish as they
sneak up on them.
Kyle Hutchins
2nd grade

Shiori Hishinuma
3rd grade

Water is wet stuff
Devon Kirkpatrick
3rd grade

Once long ago
A mighty river flowed
Filled with salmon
Swimming in the sparkling, crystalline waters.
Their glistening backs illustrated
The wonder of a life
Embraced by Her,
A life so mysterious yet welcoming.
Sophia Wellons
8th grade
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Brenner Shankle
2nd grade

River oh river
How nice you are
You bring us fresh water
From near and far
Tiffany Swanson
3rd grade

Greyson Roachell
2nd grade

The kids clean up the river like snails in a fish tank.
Jordan Zielinski
5th grade

The farmer and fish became
friends and lived happily ever after.
Kendra Prat
3rd grade

To hug Changjiang, to hug China!
E’er Goashan Junji
10th grade

These rivers are magic
they’ll bring peace to a man.
We have to conserve them
as much as we can!

So if there’s a place I want to be
It wouldn’t be a creek, a stream, or the sea.
I would want to be by that waterfall
With powerful waves of light
Falling from a tremendous height.
Nathan Lazaroff
6th grade

Giving back what we have		
Taken for so many years.
Brightening Nature’s smile
And taking away her tears.		
Elizabeth Dorman
9th grade

Gabe Wells
6th grade

An otter
Has a daughter
That flip flops in the water.
Carsyn Endres
2nd grade

I was sitting down in my canoe, I held Big Jack in
my hands and thought of all the great riches I could
gain. I felt Big Jack’s beautifully vibrant scales, and
stared into his fragile-looking eyes. I noticed that Big
Jack’s eyes were filled with sadness. Big Jack was still
wiggling in my hands trying desperately to survive. I
ended up dropping Big Jack back into the Jameson
River because I finally realized that it is not what you
gain that matters, but what you give that counts.
Aileen Lee
5th grade

Alix Koontz
5th grade

The End
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Become a published author in
Honoring Our River: A Student Anthology
The Honoring Our River Student Anthology is a compilation of literary work selected from
student entries submitted from throughout the Willamette River Watershed. Students from
kindergarten through university level are invited to participate. The Anthology also features
selections from respected Northwest authors. We provide students the rare opportunity to
have their writing published with professionals. This project is designed to nurture respect and
appreciation for the river system that connects all basin inhabitants and provides a showcase
for student writings that honor our river.
Student entries should focus on the relationship between people
and our watershed—the waters, land, plants, animals and
habitats that make up this beautiful and fragile river system.
“Literature” is broadly defined to include fiction, poetry and
essays in any area of study, including history, science, philosophy or the arts. Students may
wish to write about experiences participating in a restoration or clean up effort. We welcome
entries in foreign languages with translations provided. Students are encouraged to submit
art in the form of photos or drawings.

Getting Started:

Open to all students (K - college)
Submissions should follow the theme of Honoring Our River. We
want to encourage works that reflect creativity and an awareness
of the value of this precious resource.
Manuscript Guidelines:
submitted material should be typed (double-spaced) or
hand
written in black ink
one entry per student
please edit and check spelling carefully
maximum length of 3 pages
keep a copy of your work; we cannot return manuscripts
art, either photos or drawings must be black & white,

Reasons to participate:
All selected entrants and participating schools receive a
free copy of the anthology.
Selected entries will be published in Honoring Our
River:
A Student Anthology.
Order your school’s free watershed toolkit today!
Call 1-503-585-8789 and ask specifically for the Honoring
Our River Toolkit K-4 or 5-HS. Toolkits include educational

NEW! Teachers Corner: Teachers who submit student entries can enter too! Same guidelines apply and entries will be
Application Form please fill out and send to: Honoring Our River • 4985 Battlecreek Rd. SE #200 • Salem, Oregon 97302.

Your Name _________________________________________________________ Year (K-college) _________________
School

_________________________________________ Instructor’s Name _________________________________

School Address

___________________________________________________________________________________

Title of Work Submitted _____________________________________________________________________________
NOTE: If you are NOT submitting work as part of a school project please include your home contact information along with your school information.

         I certify that this is my own original idea and work:____________________________________________________________________
Student’s Signature

I am satisfied that this is an original work:___________________________________________________________________________
Instructor’s Signature

Check type of work being submitted:
Art only		
Essay		
with photo or drawing
Fiction		
in a foreign language w/translation
Poetry

Deadline: postmarked by February 17, 2006
For more information: call 503-585-8789 or email: HOR@wildwoodco.com
http://www.4j.lane.edu/partners/eweb/ttr/river/river.html

Participating Schools
A special thank you to all the schools that participated in the creation of Honoring Our River 2005 by
submitting student entries to our contest. Your contribution was crucial to building this wonderful collection of literary works from throughout the Willamette River Basin.

Abiqua School, Salem
Ashbrook Independent School, Corvallis
Candalaria Elementary, Salem
Centennial High School, Gresham
Chapman Hill, Salem
Corridor Elementary, Eugene
Crest Drive Elementary, Eugene
Cummings Elementary, Keizer
daVinci Arts Middle School, Portland
Dayton Junior High, Dayton
Duniway Elementary, Portland
Edgewood Elementary, Eugene
Edwards Elementary, Newberg
Estacada High School, Estacada
Five Oaks/Rachel Carson Middle School, Beaverton
Forest Hills Lutheran School, Cornelius
Forest Ridge Elementary, Keizer
Glenfair Elementary, Portland
Happy Valley Elementary, Happy Valley
Hokkaido International School, Japan
Home school, Corvallis
Home school, Hillsboro
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Home school, Wilsonville
Inavale Elementary, Corvallis
Jefferson Elementary, Jefferson
Keizer Elementary, Keizer
Lane Community College, Eugene
Life Lutheran School, Eugene
Marylhurst University, Marylhurst
McKenzie Elementary, Finn Rock
Monroe Middle School, Eugene
North Salem High School, Salem
Oregon City High School, Oregon City
Outdoor School/NW Youth Corps, Eugene
Rowe Middle School, Milwaukie
South Salem High School, Salem
St. Cecilia School, Beaverton
Sumpter Community School, Salem
University of Portland, Portland
Waluga Jr. High School, Lake Oswego
Warren Elementary, Warren
Yichang Middle School, China

